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Chapter 5  Collaboration Projects

Since FY2004, the Solid Earth Simulation Group of the Earth Simulator Center (SESG/ESC) has been in collaboration with

the Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of Minnesota (DGG/UMN) on analysis and visualization of large-

scale simulation data of mantle convection. Our analysis so far revealed (i) possible impacts of the post-perovskite phase tran-

sition on the dynamics in the Earth's lower mantle and (ii) an excellent performance of ACuTEMan, a simulation code devel-

oped by SESG/ESC, regardless of the computing architectures. We have also explored an "interactive visualization" of output

data from three-dimensional mantle convection simulations for fast and efficient analysis of large-scale simulation results.
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1. Collaborative Research on Mantle Dynamics
Simulations
Since FY2004, the Solid Earth Simulation Group of the

Earth Simulator Center (SESG/ESC) has been conducting a

collaborative research with the Department Geology and

Geophysics of University of Minnesota (DGG/UMN) on the

analysis of large-scale simulation data on solid earth sci-

ences. Through this collaboration, we have conducted (i) an

analysis and visualization of large-scale numerical results

from three-dimensional simulations of mantle convection

with the post-perovskite (PPv) phase transition in the lower-

most mantle, and (ii) an installation and execution of the

"ACuTEMan" [1, 2], a three-dimensional mantle convection

simulation code developed by SESG/ESC, on the high-per-

formance computers in DGG/UMN. Our collaboration on (i)

had demonstrated the impact of the PPv transition on the for-

mation of "superplumes" originating from the very base of

the mantle [3], and on the thermal structure and convective

planforms in the lower mantle [4, 5]. By the collaboration on

(ii), the ACuTEMan code was proved to show an excellent

performance on scalar architectures as well as on vector

architectures like the Earth Simulator. 

2. Interactive Visualization of Mantle Dynamics
Simulations
In FY2007, we have explored fundamental developments

for an "interactive" visualization of data from three-dimen-

sional mantle convection simulations [6]. In this endeavor,

the functions of interactive visualizations were implemented

by the DGG/UMN into the mantle convection simulation

code ACuTEMan developed by SESG/ESC. In Fig. 1 we

show (a) a screen-shot of the software controlling the visual-

ization parameters and (b)–(d) a series of snapshots of three-

dimensional temperature fields at different elapsed times

derived from numerical simulations by ACuTEMan for ther-

mal convection of isoviscous fluids with the Rayleigh num-

ber Ra = 106. As shown in Fig. 1b–d, the evolving tempera-

ture fields output from the ACuTEMan are processed and

visualized in a real-time manner on the ten panels of the

PowerWall. In addition to the real-time data processing, the

interface shown in Fig. 1a allows users to nominally "inter-

act" with the rendered images by, for example, adjusting the

color scale and opacity, moving the image, and changing the

clipping planes. We thus believe that the working in an inter-

active visualization mode allows for fast and efficient analy-

sis of mantle convection results. 
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Fig. 1  Examples of an "interactive visualization" of data from mantle convection simulations in a three-dimensional

rectangular domain. (a) A screen-shot of the control software. (b)-(d) Camera snapshots of three-dimensional

temperature fields projected on the Power Wall installed on the University of Minnesota.
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